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W

hile many international bodies have reported on the
state of press freedom, one of the most comprehensive
reports on the subject has been produced by the Council
of Pakistan Newspaper Editors (CPNE). The Pakistan Media
Freedom Report 2019 catalogues an alarming situation where
the media has continued to suffer from direct and indirect intimidation tactics. The report makes it clear that journalists
continue to be charged under the Anti-Terrorism Act, Prevention of Electronic Crimes Act, and Pakistan Penal Code to
criminalise journalistic practice. The numbers are alarming. At
least 60 journalists were charged with terrorism alone in the
last year in 35 cases. This included 50 journalists booked in
the province of Sindh alone. Some court cases too have set a
harrowing precedent where courts toe the line of an increasingly authoritarian state apparatus in the country.
It is difficult to see where the guarantees for press freedom in
the Pakistan constitution and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights are at a time that many journalists have constantly
referred to as ‘dark’. In an ostensibly democratic setup, the
situation continues to be masked under the pretence of political freedom. On the ground, at least seven journalists were
murdered while another 15 journalists were attacked in the
line of duty in 2019. Threats from various actors – known and
unknown – have been getting more severe in recent years
and attacks have continued.
Concerns over the use of the electronic crimes act against
journalists are serious ones. But what has been more worrying have been reports of the government trying to come
up with special media courts to tighten its grip on the media, as well as reports that state advertisements are used to
restrict press freedom. The CPNE has also highlighted how
Pemra issues notices to media officials over what they can
and cannot say about critical political matters. We have also
seen how major media houses have even been threatened by
organised mobs. The report does well to highlight how and
why Pakistan is currently ranked at 145 out of 180 countries
in the World Press Freedom Index. For now, Pakistani journalists has no alternative but to do what they do best: trust
their pen.

The views expressed by the contributors are not
necessarily shared by the editor.
Available on EBSCO and affiliated international
databases through Asianet-Pakistan.
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Readers’ Thoughts

Ertuğrul Fever

T

his is related to the last month’s cover story titled ‘Is Turkish Industry
Taking Over’? Diriliş: Ertuğrul has given people something to watch
outside of English-language Hollywood films. The fact that the series is
getting so much love is because our drama and film industry has a history
of making stereotypical jaadu-tona, saasu-bahu, love stories and family
affairs with the view that viewers only want to watch these stories but
they have been proved wrong by the popularity of Diriliş: Ertuğrul so they
need to revisit their approach and think fresh.
Zaira Naseem,
Karachi, Pakistan.

PAF Hero

Not a Circus

akistan has produced great personalities in every field
who made us proud over the years. Recently, we lost
one such personality, Group Captain (R) Saiful Azam. The
PAF hero had the unique distinction and a world record of flying as a fighter pilot for four countries,
namely Pakistan, Jordan, Iraq and
Bangladesh.
In the 1965 Pakistan-India war,
he shot down an Indian fighter jet
and was awarded Sitara-i-Jurat
for his courage and skills. In the
1967 Arab-Israel war, he
shot down an Israeli fighter
aircraft. To date, he is the
only fighter pilot who has
shot down the maximum
number of Israeli fighter jets.
He was also given the `Top Gun`
award by the US Air Force and was included among the 22
`Living Eagles`.

ecently a federal minister on a TV talk show threatened
that if any re-arrangement in government is sought
minus his supreme leader, his mouth, hands and brain will
not remain in control. The anchor did not believe his ears
so he asked
the minister
to re-confirm
what he had
said, which
he happily did
without any
hesitation. I
wish to remind
the minister
that we are living in a civilized world and this is not a circus where you can
behave illogically just for the sake of making others laugh. If
every political worker is allowed to express his anger without
restraint, the country will quickly descend into anarchy.

P

M. Asif,
Karachi, Pakistan.

R

M Shahid Rahim,
Bahawalpur, Pakistan.

Power Outages

T

he people of Karachi are continuously facing the same problems which
the rest of Pakistan faced after the 2008 elections. They have no electricity, water and gas, while mafias have been active in land, transport and
food sectors with impunity.
Now K-Electric is trying to dupe the people by conducting excessive
power outages and blaming fuel and electricity shortage for the problems.
As such, there is no reason for 12 hours of outages in Karachi. Therefore,
power outages by KE should be investigated and the company should be
duly punished, if found guilty.
Mehreen Mujtaba,
Karachi, Pakistan.
6
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Who Said That!

Fair is Lovely

I

n our society, a girl is considered to be
beautiful if she has a fair complexion.
The kind of rishtas she will get
heavily depends
on the skin
colour she has,
for she must be
a ‘gori chitti’ if
she wishes to
marry a highly
respectable and
educated guy,
no matter what
complexion he has. Further, the skincare
advertising campaigns leaves no stone
unturned to join the bandwagon. This is
the reason why everyone is so obsessed
over outer looks rather than the inner
traits. Yes, it is important to present your
best but it is not all that matters.
Adeela Kamil,
Karachi, Pakistan.

Difficult Reading

B

ooks are the main source of knowledge and inspiration. They always
provide us with authentic information about
the world. A person who is fond of reading
different books is always considered a man

In a country like Pakistan where is politics is an art
form of the elite, and it’s often very dynastic, it’s hard
to explain to people why I don’t think it’s a birthright.
– Fatima Bhutto, Pakistani Writer.

Kashmiri lives also matter!
– Mehwish Hayat, Pakistani actress.

I don’t believe I could live in Iran again. A tree, once
uprooted from the earth, is very difficult to plant again.
- Golshifteh Farahani, Iranian actress.

I sometimes wonder if two thirds of the globe
is covered in red carpet. - Prince Charles,
Heir Apparent to the British throne.

First of all, convince yourself that you are the best because
the rest of your life is going to go proving this to others.
– Wasim Akram, Pakistani Cricketer.

Sachin Tendulkar has carried the burden of the
nation for 21 years. It is time we carry him on
our shoulders. – Virat Kohli, Indian Cricketer.

of knowledge. But, unfortunately, in today’s
busy world, people are no more interested
in doing so and prefer to read on mobiles,
laptops and tablets. Recently, the best
initiative of street libraries was introduced
in Hyderabad city of Pakistan to enhance
the level of reading among people. There
should be more book reading to get in
touch with worldly affairs. It is said that the
more you read; the more are the chances
of success in life.
Pendleton Jones,
UK, Europe.

Life will knock us down, but we can choose whether
or not to stand back up.
– Jackie Chan, Martial Artist.

“Time is an amazing equalizer. I think if you stay true to
yourself and keep moving forward, things come around.”
–Demi Moore, American Actress.
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Grapevine

Turkish serial everyone is going gaga about is already history
in Turkey. Pakistani audiences are so starved for good entertainment that they don’t mind glorifying already run Turkish
serials as opposed to the tired and worn-out TV they are
subjected to in their own country.

Not Going

T

Female Diversity

W

here was news going around that Pakistan Cricket
Board (PCB) Chairman Ehsan Mani wanted to leave
his job at the PCB and take a more lucrative offer, most
probably at the ICC. But Mani says he had shunned
an offer to contest election for the International Cricket
Council (ICC) chairmanship and has assured the cricket

hen Nigar Johar was promoted to the rank of Lieutenant
General in the Pakistan Army, she made history because
she was the first woman to attain the rank of a 3-star general.
She has been appointed as the first female Surgeon General
in the Pakistan army. Lieutenant General Nigar Johar is from
Panjpeer in Swabi. If Pakistan is one country that champions
female diversity, then Lt.Gen. Johar is the best example.

establishment in Pakistan that he is not going anywhere.
A qualified chartered accountant, Mani has served as
head of the ICC and on several of its committees before.

Curvy
Swing

L

Capturing Hearts

T

urkish TV star Esra Bilgic captured the hearts of Pakistani
audiences as a Seljuk warrior princess in the serial Ertugrul
Ghazi and has even been offered lucrative brand endorsements.
The popularity of Ertugrul Ghazi in Pakistan signifies the serious
famine the showbiz sector in the country faces because the

8
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adies golf has never been
as popular as the men’s
version but the American female
golfer Paige Spriranac has given it a real
zing. She is a skilled woman on the green
and her swing is as appealing to the eye
as she is herself. Photographers love her
both on and off the golf course. She is even
reported to have a romantic relationship with
a guy called Steven Tinoco, who is a former
minor-league baseball. They are already
engaged.

Newsbeat

Momina Duraid’s ‘Zebaish’
Momina Duraid Productions drama
serial ‘Zebaish’ has taken social media
by storm since the release of its first teaser
and audiences have
been waiting eagerly
for the serial to go on
air.
‘Zebaish’ is a dark
thriller that depicts the
complexities of human
nature and sheds light
on their insecurities
and selfishness. The
drama highlights the
challenges and costs
of being successful and how one’s success threatens the egos of people close
to that person.

Written by Bushra Ansari and directed
by Iqbal Hussain, ‘Zebaish’ promises
a unique and intriguing storyline that will
keep the audience
hooked to it. The
serial has Qavi Khan,
Shabbir Jan, Bushra
Ansari, Babar Ali,
Asma Abbas, Zara
Noor Abbas, Asad
Siddiqui, Adnan Shah
Tipu, Sajid Shah, Zoya
Nasir, Iqbal Hussain,
Fatima Zehra Malik,
Shaheen Khan, Sadaf
Nasir, Khalid Bin Shaheen, Salma Zafar,
Akbar Khan and others.

Jude Law in New
Peter Pan Film

A

ctor Jude Law will be playing the
iconic character of Captain Hook in
Disney’s upcoming live-action Peter Pan
film ‘Peter Pan & Wendy’.
The Disney live-action update of the 1953
toon classic is being directed by David
Lowery from a screenplay he wrote with
Toby Halbrooks, based on the J.M. Barrie
novel. The film will feature Ever Anderson
as Wendy and Alexander Molony as Peter
Pan.

Jude was recently seen in Paramount’s
‘The Rhythm Section’. He is also set to
play his role as Dumbledore in the next
‘Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them’ instalment.

ViroMasks
Protection

To address the spread of COVID-19
across the globe, the UAE company
ViroMasks has
brought together
a team of leading
experts around
the world to
research, design
and manufacture
a higher quality product that
provides a safer
alternative to
disposable and
fabric masks.
With anti-viral protection built-in, the
competitively priced ViroMasks offer superior infection prevention for
everyday use and can be reused for
up to 1 year, maintaining anti-bacterial
effectiveness for up to 40 washes and
anti-viral effectiveness for up to 20
washes.
The ViroMasks is the first in the world
to be proven effective against SARSCoV-2 virus in the laboratory. It is a
breakthrough in the quest to control
the spread of the virus with particulate
penetration tests showing that the
masks have a filter efficiency of 98.5%.
Designed for daily use, ViroMasks
ensures minimal heat and CO2 build up
and comes equipped with two exhale
valves to provide maximum user comfort.

Rabab Hashim in ‘Qarrar’
R

abab Hashim has started shooting for her next project ‘Qarrar’
where she will be seen with Mikaal
Zulfiqar, Muneeb Butt and Sanam
Jung.
The versatile star was last seen in the
blockbuster ‘Kam Zarf’ in 2019 which
was followed by another hit ‘Meray
Mohsin’ the same year. ‘Qarrar’
would be marking her return to the
small screen where she will be playing a pivotal role.
Produced and directed by Barkat
Sidiki, ‘Qarrar’ is a project of MD
productions.
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Newsbeat

Madame Tussauds in
Singapore

M

adame Tussauds Singapore rolled
out the red carpet on
July 1, 2020, but this
time it was for the
local people to shine
alongside more than
80 celebrities from
Singapore and Asia,
Hollywood to the
Indian film industry and beyond.
The full of famous fun
at Sentosa implemented a vast range of stringent
health and safety measures to achieve
SG clean accreditation and ensured
the health and well-being of staff and
visitors. After extensive consultation with local authorities, Madame
Tussauds re-opened with such safety
measures as capacity limit, social
distancing provisions, temperature

checking, enhanced cleaning protocols and even the figures themselves
being subjected to an increased sanitization regime.
With all these measures in place,
people have the opportunity to travel
the world and meet stars like Dwayne
Johnson, Jay Chou and Priyanka
Chopra, all in the comfort of Singapore.

New Dawlance Fridge
T

he leading manufacturer of home
appliances Dawlance has enriched
its range of refrigerators by introducing
its latest series. Previously Dawlance
introduced the revolutionary nature
lock technology in its series of refrigerators and now this latest series will
also have Vitamin Fresh Technology
that is capable of preserving vitamin
A and C in fruits and vegetables for
longer durations.
Dawlance is a pioneer Pakistani
brand that has created products with
Advanced Inverter Technology that
claims to conserve up to 55% energy
annually. Saving significant amounts of
electricity to ensure a safe, sustainable
environment, these new products have
been rewarded with an A++ energy
rating. All Dawlance refrigerators are
backed by the longest 12 years compressor warranty while the need for a
voltage-stabilizer in these products has
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‘The Umbrella
Academy’

N

etflix has returned with the
upcoming ‘The Umbrella
Academy – Season 2’ which has

the same weird family but with new
weird problems. The series is about
a dysfunctional family of superhero
siblings, based on the Dark Horse
Comics series by Gerard Way and
artist Gabriel Ba.
Season 2 will pick up directly at
the end of season 1 when Vanya
destroyed a piece of the Moon,
recklessly destroying the Earth. The
teleporting Aidan (having no name in
the series as well as the comic) saved
the Hargreeves siblings by transporting them to 1960s Dallas where these
scattered siblings will be building
new lives for themselves until a new
doomsday threat pulls them back
together.

Ali Ansari in
Kaasa-e-Dil

A
also been eliminated.
Developed with state-of-the-art
features for extended preservation of
food, the new series reflects innovation inspired by nature. Extending
the promise and legacy of European
quality, Dawlance is the first brand in
Pakistan to introduce disruptive technology that promises ground-breaking
features for extended preservation
of food, along with numerous other
sophisticated functions.

li Ansari is all set to showcase his
talent in the drama serial ‘Kaasa-eDil’ that will be on Geo Entertainment.
Written by Jehanzib Qamar and
directed by Zeeshan Ahmed,
the story revolves around relationships and misunderstandings that lead to different
events. It is based on
love, sacrifices and
hardships. The serial
also has Hina Altaf, Affan Waheed, Haris
Waheed, Sukaina
Khan and Rabia
Abid Ali.

Newsbeat

Netflix’s
‘Ju-On: Origins’

T

Dewan Motors
Launches BMW

D

ewan Motors recently
launched the first-ever BMW 2
Series Gran Coupe in Pakistan. This alternative to the classical
sedan celebrates its arrival with a
fresh dose of individuality, aesthetic
appeal and emotional engagement
backed up by innovative control/
operation and connectivity tech,
excellent everyday usability and the
dynamic capability for which BMW is
renowned.
The BMW 2 Series Gran Coupe
reveals a strong focus on design with
bold, sporty, and emotionally rich
lines, frameless side doors, and a
highly expressive, flamboyant appearance. It offers state-of-the-art infotain-

ment, sound systems and a mood
dependent ambient lighting system.
There is perfectly orchestrated interaction between cutting-edge chassis
engineering, innovative technologies
and the integrated components and
control systems which elevate the
driving experience to enviable heights.
BMW Performance Control increases
handling with remarkable agility. The
innovative reversing assistant steers
the vehicle in reverse along the same
line it took when moving forward.
It is the perfect choice for young, urban customers for whom sportiness,
connectivity, and driver assistance
systems play an important part in their
daily mobility.

he Netflix ‘Ju-On: Origins’ is a terrifying prequel of the horror flick ‘The
Grudge’ and a mustwatch. The Japanese
series is available with
English subtitles and
dubbing.
Directed by Sho
Miyake and written by
Hiroshi Takahashi and
Takashige Ichise, ‘JuOn: Origins’ focuses on
the events that inspired
Takashi Shimizu’s
original story. The series
is set several years before the events
of the first ‘Grudge’ film. It seeks to
explain more about the now-legendary
characters of the franchise, including
the terrifying ghost Kayako.
Ju-On, ‘Curse Grudge’, also known
as The Grudge, means when a person
dies with a deep and powerful rage, a
curse is born and this is what this latest
series comprising 6 episodes tries to
unfold.

First Online Art
M
oderated by KBT Trustee and
Chair Outreach Atteqa Malik,
the Karachi Biennale KB19
e-catalogue was launched at a webinar
to reach a wider audience during the
Coronavirus pandemic. The panelists
included Jehan Ara, Amin Gulgee and
Rashid Rana among others.
In keeping with its focus on ecology and
emphasis on sustainable practices, the
Karachi Biennale has
replaced paper and
ink with digital technology to lower the
carbon footprint. The
350-page e-publication is reader-friendly
with interactive digital
features and embedded vide
os
to enhance viewer
experience. It is

packed with vibrant images of the
art of almost a hundred artists and
discussions that include essays by
leading voices in the fields of ecology,
sustainable design and community partnerships, to highlight the link between
the environment, art and the city.
The e-catalogue presents the spectacular vitality of the exhibitions and exten-

sive public programming with tours and
workshops for students, teachers, and
visitors. Also documented in the catalogue are roundtables and talks on art
and concerns of the times we live in. A
special section has been devoted to the
exceptionally talented winners of the five
prestigious art prizes offered by Karachi
Biennale. This includes the Performance
Art Prize which is the first such prize in
the field anywhere in the world.
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Newsbeat

25 Under 25 Award
T

he Little Art unveiled a list of 25 young
women with stories of resilience, fearlessness and passion for its much-awaited
25 under 25 Award, a platform that recognizes young women creating a huge impact
on their lives and giving back to society with
their exceptional work.

Young women from all over Pakistan
were asked to submit their stories and
profiles on the TLA official website. The
shortlisting of the final 25 was done
based on their work, the drive and passion they possessed to continue doing
it and giving back to the society, their
struggle and support of family and community.
The 25 under 25 Award is a vision to rec-

‘Zindagi
Tamasha’
Allowed

ognize those young women, projecting
extraordinary stories of determination and
passion. These 25 young women represent the geographic and cultural diversity
of Pakistan and bring assorted experiences and determination to contribute to
positive social, environmental and cultural
impact in Pakistan.
The women will get their stories published in the official 25 under 25 books
which will later be exhibited all over Pakistan. The 25 women will be presented
the award at high profile public events
scheduled to take place in September
2020. An additional 5 short films will be
made on the best 5 stories from the 25,
as selected by the jury.

Sadaf and Shahroz
in telefilm

T

he Senate Human Rights Committee has allowed the release of Sarmad Khoosat’s film ‘Zindagi Tamasha’,
saying there is nothing wrong with the
film.
Senator Mustafa Nawaz Khokhar,
who headed the
committee, in a
tweet, said, “Senate HR committee
has unanimously
agreed with the
Censor Board’s
decision to allow
screening of movie
Zindagi Tamasha.
We’ve found nothing wrong with it.
The Censor Board
has our go-ahead
to release postCOVID. Detailed reasoning to follow
later”.
The federal government had stopped
the release of ‘Zindagi Tamasha’
across the country. The film was earlier
to be released in January 2020. Now
it will be released after the COVID-19
pandemic.
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S

adaf Kanwal and Shahroz Sabzwari will be seen
together in a telefilm titled ‘Ghar Kay Na Ghaat Kay’.
This would be the first time the newlywed couple will be
seen together after marriage. Their first time was in Oslo,
Norway.

A TNI production for ARY Digital, the story revolves
around two sisters, Sadaf and Uroosa Siddiqui,
who are married to Shahroz and Ahmed Hassan,
respectively. The boys are financially taken
care of by their father-in-law, played by Javed
Sheikh who has bought a shop for them
to operate. The cast also includes Zhalay
Sarhadi who will be doing the role of a
nurse.
The duo believes their working together would
bring a good flavour to the audience since
both will be playing unconventional roles.

Cover Story

The Art of

Puppetry
In the post-colonial era, changing conditions have made many
puppetry traditions extinct but there are interest groups that
carry some vestiges of the art forward.
By Sophiya Qadeer

P

uppetry is a type of narrative theatre; at the crossroads between
bardic storytelling and theatrical
performance. In India, puppetry
is not only a means of entertainment, but
also a form of cultural and religious dissemination. Several traditional puppet genres
in India mirror the country’s rich heritage in
communal inclusivity, regional values and
cultural plurality.
The foundations of puppetry in India
cannot be authentically traced; however,
mythology provides two fundamental tales
that are witness to the importance of this
art. According to one legend, the originator
Brahma gave life to the adi—the first nat
puppeteer—and created the first puppet in
order to entertain his wife, Saraswati. Not

satiated with his work, Brahma banished
the puppeteer to earth, starting the line of
nat bhatt puppeteers. This legend applies
to the Rajasthani puppet tradition as well,
nat bhatt being the name of the puppeteer
cast from this region.
An alternative legend has a protagonist—
the god Shiva—patron of puppetry, and
his wife Parvati. An artisan synthesized two
wooden dolls that captured the attention
of Parvati. The goddess and her celestial
companion entered the dolls, beginning an
exquisite dance. Soon, however, the two
got sick of this dance game, eventually
abandoning the dolls. The artisan was very
sad at his dolls being lifeless again. With
the help and blessings of the gods, the
artisan then invented a system of strings to
move the dolls, and so puppetry was born.
Divine foundations are stressed as the

origin
of Indian puppetry, which testifies the
importance of puppetry in India. These
days, traditional puppetry is regarded as
a folk art form, mostly reflecting the rural
environment. However, in the past it was
revered and celebrated by the urban elite
and among the nobles as well. Evidence of
the link of puppetry with the highest social
groups is in the attestation of the word
gombe, meaning puppet, used as a surname for Brahmin families in the southern
regions of India.
In the post-colonial era, changing conditions in India put many of the puppetry
traditions at risk of extinction; numerous
government and private initiatives contributed to save the quickly vanishing styles
and traditions, but many are still struggling
for survival in the age of the internet.
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Independent India opened up to cultural
and artistic interchange, and this was how
new forms and techniques affected puppetry, introducing new styles and giving
origin to a distinctive urban puppet theatre,
Foley and Pudumjee, in 2013. The birth of
modern ensembles and the arrival of international prospects created new contexts
for traditional puppetry to flourish.
Genres in puppetry are strongly related
to other traditions in India as well. Puppetry has an intense connection with the
actors, the theatrical concepts, regional
dance-drama, and with visual art traditions.
Puppetry manifests a number of regional
customs and practices in local languages,
but some distinctive elements point the
association to the characteristic Sanskrit
drama. The interlacing of text, sound,
rhythm and movement, and the manifestation of characters like Sutradhara and the
clown make puppetry’s connection with
Sanskrit drama instrumental.
Puppet shows are customarily linked to a
ritual context — performances are typically held during festivals or celebrations
such as marriages and/or other communal
occasions. Sometimes puppet plays are
performed in order to ward off evil spirits or
to solicit rain in times of draught.
There are many types of puppets in India;
some conducts and customs in Indian
puppetry have become extinct, while others
struggle to survive. In addition to the conventional puppet genres, India is home to
many contemporary initiatives that restore
puppetry while supporting the preservation
of heritage styles. The existing traditions
include different types of puppets: string
puppets, rod puppets, glove puppets and
shadow puppets.
String puppets, more precisely known as
marionettes, can be made of different
materials such as wood and terracotta; they are tri-dimensional
and as the name suggests, are moved by
strings attached to
the head and limbs.
The number of
strings determines
the strength of
grip on the puppets. Marionettes
are widespread
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in India from North to South; illustrious
traditions are reported from Rajasthan
(kathputli), West Bengal (tarer putul nach),
Maharashtra (kalasutri bahulya), Odisha
(gopalila kundhei), Karnataka (yakshagana
gombeyata), Kerala (nool pavakothu), Tamil
Nadu (bommalattam), Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana.
Rod puppetry is frequently displayed in
the southern regions of West Bengal. It
is known in the local language as danger
putul nach. These puppets have an unusual
style: they have large dimensions that can

reach up to 1.2 metres and weigh up to ten
kilograms.
In glove puppetry, the puppeteer operates the puppets from below, sliding his
hand into the puppet; usually the forefinger
operating the head, while the thumb and
third finger move the hands.
Most of the puppetry customs from the
south of India narrate epic stories. In the
north, however, there are interesting exceptions such as the Gulabo-Sitabo glove
puppetry from Uttar Pradesh. This rapidly
diminishing tradition theatrically articulates
the quarrels between the officious Gulabo
and the submissive Sitabo, both married to
the same man. The representation of this
folk story with glove puppets traces its origins to the 17th century in the area around
Lucknow.
Shadow puppetry is widespread in South
India, which ostensibly appears to be the
homeland of this art; this genre is known
in Odisha as ravanachhaya, in Andhra
Pradesh and Telangana as tholu bommalatta, in Karnataka as togalu gombe atta,
in Kerala as tholpava koothu, in Tamil Nadu
as thol bommalatta and in Maharashtra
as charma bahuli natya. Shadow theatre
is known in Sanskrit literature as chaya
nataka. The shadow puppets are manufactured in such a way that their very conception reveals common traits among the many
Indian traditions.
Regional diversity cannot conceal the
several conjoint traits among puppetry
traditions such as the same literary sources.
There is a similar structure of the plays with
opening supplication, comic skits and/or
interpolation regarding the existing sociopolitical issues, musical accompaniment,
the plot featuring occasional dance performances and a moral content mostly linked
to religion. All these display the individualistic identities of the various communities
in India.
Ample festivals conducted in the last
decades have offered the stage to
traditional troupes. The new age
has, thus far, has threatened the
very survival of traditional puppetry in India. However, a more
realistic use of contemporary
means and opportunities is
actually the key to preserving this rich heritage.

Tribute

People who gave tributes
to the late poet
Amjad Islam Amjad, Poet

Dr Rahat Indori’s fearless Voice

R

enowned Urdu poet and lyricist, Dr
Rahat Indori, passed away recently.
He was admitted to a hospital after having
symptoms of coronavirus. The next day
his test came positive regarding which he
informed his fans on Twitter. He tweeted,
“After displaying initial symptoms of COVID,
I underwent a corona test yesterday and
have tested positive. I am admitted to
Aurobindo Hospital. Pray for me so that I
can defeat this disease at the earliest. One
more request, please don’t call me or my
family at home. You will keep getting my
updates on Facebook and Twitter.”
News of his death surfaced like wildfire
the next morning. Rahat Indori, though
having COVID-19, suffered from two
consecutive heart attacks that led to his
unfortunate demise. The doctors revealed
that he, aged 70, also had 60% pneumonia. His sudden demise sent a wave of
shock among his fans. People from all over
the world mourned his death.
Rahat Indori, a legendary poet, was also
a painter and a professor of Urdu. While
teaching Urdu literature at Indore University, he got busy with mushairas and started
receiving invites from all over India and
abroad. Some of his popular books are ‘Do
Kadam Aur Sahi’, ‘Maujood’, ‘Chand Pagal
Hai’, ‘Mere Baad’ and ‘Naraz’.

Indori sahib, with a 50-year career
in poetry, was that rare poet who easily connected with the young generation.
Earlier this year, his poem ‘Bulati hai magar
jane ka nahi’ went viral on social media,
making him a sensation among the youth.
He is also known for the lyrics of songs
‘M Bole Toh’ from ‘Munnabhai MBBS’
(2003), ‘Chori Chori Jab Nazrein Milin’ from
‘Qareeb’ (1998), ‘Koi Jaye To Le Aye’ from
‘Ghatak’ (1996) and ‘Neend Churai Meri’
from ‘Ishq’ (1997).
He studied at Nutan School in Indore
and graduated from Islamia Karimia College. He passed his MA in Urdu Literature from Barkatullah University and was
awarded a Ph.D in Urdu Literature from the
Bhoj University for his thesis titled ‘Urdu
Main Mushaira’.
Survived by three sons and a daughter,
Indori sahib had the unique talent of transforming the mood of the nation with his poetry that was emotive, direct and political.
Among Rahat Indori’s most powerful lines
was the one used on posters and banners
during the anti-CAA protests, pushing him
to almost cult status.

Gulzar, Poet and lyricist
It is an unquantifiable loss. He was one
of a kind. It’s as if somebody has left
a void in our Urdu mushairas which
can never be filled. Woh jagah ko khali
kar ke chale gaye. It is not a big loss,
it is a total loss. Woh tau lutera tha
mushairon ka. I remember him as a
happy-go-lucky man who was the soul
of mushairas.
Javed Akhtar, Poet
Rahat Saheb’s demise is an irreparable loss for contemporary Urdu
poetry and our society at large. Like
Habib Jalib, he was from the fastdisappearing tribe of poets who are
never short of courage to call a spade
a spade.
Ghulam Ali, Singer
Rahat was a well-known poet whose
poetry was sung by many celebrated
singers. This is his journey to heaven.
Today, Urdu has lost a big name.
Everybody has to eventually leave
the mortal world but people like Rahat
remain alive even after their demise.
Rana Safvi, Historian and Author
It is indeed a huge loss to a fearless
voice and to the world of poetry.
Manoj Muntashir, Lyricist
Janaaze par mere likh dena yaaron,
mohabbat karnewala jaa raha hai.
Alvida Rahat Indori.
Kausar Munir, Lyricist
Khuda Hafiz, Rahat Indori sahib.
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Campaign Launch

Colgate’s Take on
Oral Health
C

olgate, the leading toothpaste
brand, is breaking down barriers
in the marketing sphere allowing
creativity to take centre stage with
a new animated short film to spread
awareness about the importance
of oral health and hygiene amongst
youngsters.
The original animated short film
titled ‘Colgate Tooth Defenders’
follows the story of the young tooth
defenders, led by Dr. Rabbit and
Dr. Brushwell, as they defend
Tooth City from the evil forces
of Don Cavity. The short
film follows the young superheroes as they subtly
integrate messages
about oral health
and hygiene with
creative storytelling.
The brand has also
launched an official
theme song for the
short film ‘Don Cavity
Hai Mera Naam!’
“We are changing
the way people think
about oral hygiene,” said
Aziz Jindani, COO ColgatePalmolive Pakistan. “Health
is essential to everyone and we
want to impart the message that it
includes caring for the mouth too. A
healthy mouth is the reason behind a
happy smile and Colgate has always
aimed to spread smiles.”
This newly launched campaign
is another effort for Colgate’s
Bright Smiles Bright Futures initiative where they reach out to children across the globe and create
awareness about oral health and
hygiene. The past year, Colgate
Pakistan had reached out to 1.4
million kids from 3062 schools
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across 190 towns around
Pakistan.
The animated short
video and official theme
song have been released
on YouTube.

Review

Greyhound

By Peter Bradshaw

T

om Hanks has often found that
the military or quasi-military uniform of a much-loved authority figure
rather suits him. He was the container-ship captain in Paul Greengrass’s
‘Captain Phillips’, the heroic airline
pilot in Clint Eastwood’s ‘Sully’, the
teacher-turned-soldier in Spielberg’s
‘Saving Private Ryan’. Now he is the
US naval commander Ernest Krause
in this robustly old-fashioned Second
World War adventure, in which Hanks
also makes his screenwriting debut,
adapting the 1955 novel, ‘The Good
Shepherd’ by CS Forester.
Hanks play a captain during the
Battle of the Atlantic who has finally
been promoted. He has been given
command of a destroyer with the call
sign Greyhound and tasked with protecting vital supply convoys on their
way from the US to Britain, through
mountainous seas and surrounded
by U-boats led by lethally cunning
German sadists.
Having bid a rather formal farewell
to his wife Evie (Elisabeth Shue),
Ernest sets sail and quickly finds
himself in terrifying danger. An
early success against the enemy
leads him to make miscalculations
due to inexperience and soon his
convoy is attacked by a sinister
wolf pack of vengeful U-boats,
who start picking off ships, one
by one, with terrifying precision.
Their leader (voiced by Thomas
Kretschmann) screeches taunts over
the radio.
Hanks’s troubled captain is visibly
tired and vulnerable, at one stage
poignantly asking for his soft slippers
to bring to him to soothe his aching feet. His subordinates, including
Charlie Cole (Stephen Graham) have
affection for their chief.

Easily the most startling moment
comes with the captain making a
mortifying mistake about the two
galley stewards whose job is to serve
him meals. Cleveland (Rob Morgan)
and Pitts (Craig Tate) are the only
black crew members. In his exhaus-

tion and distraction, the captain
calls one by the other’s name. This
blunder is of course not presented
as evidence of his callousness, still
less of systemic racism, just the
understandable lapse of a thoroughly
decent guy under unimaginable
pressure. Hanks is the only actor in
Hollywood who could possibly have
got away with this.
‘Greyhound’ is a very traditional and

indeed traditionalist film with Hanks
beginning and ending his first day
in battle kneeling in prayer. Yet the
action itself sticks largely and somehow expressionistically to the tense,
claustrophobic world of the bridge
with the captain barking all manner of
opaque naval jargon. In some ways
it resembles a kind of ocean-going
stage play: the other, distant ships
and the vast heaving grey sea are
rendered digitally. But it’s effective
and watchable, with some genuinely
tense moments as Hanks has to
make split-second decisions about
two Nazi torpedoes heading his way
from different directions, and then
desperately bellow his orders over
the wind and rain.
There are moments with Hanks looking urgently into the distance through
his captain’s binoculars, which reminded me of Jack Hawkins in ‘The
Cruel Sea’.
Death is the most difficult thing to
represent in a war film or any film.
Three sailors are killed in battle
and Hanks and director Aaron
Schneider contrive a burial-at-sea
sequence halfway through, which
is notable for one tiny touch of
what might be called mythic insubordination. Just as a shrouded
body is about to be solemnly
dropped from its flag-wrapping
over the side into the sea, it gets
tangled. But in the next moment,
the problem is righted and the ceremony goes ahead.
Another sort of film might have put
far more emphasis on things like this.
As well as death and tragedy, war
is full of absurdity, indignity, chaos,
all sorts of bizarre and embarrassing things that don’t get mentioned
in the official record. ‘Greyhound’ is
content with its keynote of sombre
reverence.
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Review

Work It

Freestyling through
Senior Year
By Benjamin Lee

Film

T

here’s an easy sleepover film charm
to Netflix comedy ‘Work It’, a charm
that’s proved harder to find in their
many other teen offerings of late. It’s
a familiar package of dance, romance
and parents but it’s a slick and engaging construction, directed with more
skill than one would usually expect
from a Netflix original. Admittedly, that
bar is low but arriving with little to no
buzz near the end of a grim summer,
it’s a warm and welcome surprise, one
that feels like an actual film and one
that should find an enthused young
audience eager to re-watch over the
coming weeks.
Produced by Alicia Keys, ‘Work It’
follows the misadventures of Quinn
(singer and Disney star Sabrina Carpenter), a studious and socially limited
teen desperate to get into Duke University after she graduates. She’s doing
as much as possible to make herself
seem like an appealing candidate yet
still; it doesn’t appear to be enough.
During an initial college interview, a

misunderstanding leads her to pretend
that she’s part of her school’s awardwinning dance crew, a lie that she must
maintain to gain admittance. The small
problem is that she can’t dance and so
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recruits her best friend Jas (YouTuber
turned actor Liza Koshy) to help.
In bright, zippy fashion, the film
speeds through its cute, if convoluted, setup and lands at a place
that requires Quinn to form her own
dance crew while trying to nail the
work-life balance she’s been struggling with through school. Comes the
rival dancer (Love Simon’s Keiynan
Lonsdale) and a handsome love interest (singer and Hamilton star Jordan
Fisher) and director Laura Terruso has
just about enough to fill a fast-moving
93-minute runtime with space for
some extraneous dancing at the end.
It’s winning no prizes for originality
but as an assemblage of tropes and
plot developments cribbed from elsewhere; ‘Work It’ manages to lift itself
through sheer energy. The cast have
a well-matched chemistry together,
especially Carpenter and Koshy. The
latter in particular is both an impressive dancer and a talented comic actor,
enlivening some of screenwriter Alison
Peck’s less effective one-liners. There’s
also sweetness in the scenes shared by
Carpenter and Fisher,
again a great dancer
and also a charming
romantic lead. Often
when casting a musiccentric film, directors
end up going for great
dancers or singers
who can’t act or great
actors who can’t sing
or dance. So it makes
for a refreshing change
to see a cast of skilled
double threats and Terruso wisely
coerces them into a great many dance
numbers which jolt to life thanks also to
a lively, stacked soundtrack.
As the film hurtles towards its

predictable finale, Terruso and Peck
do find time to cram in a few bum
notes. Carpenter’s road from clumsy
geek to dancer extraordinaire is a
little too easy and while she’s a likable
presence, it’s hard to believe her as
anyone but a popular girl with swarms
of friends. With limited time, the
other members of her crew are barely
given a look-in and at times, with the
amount of characters we’re being
swiftly introduced to, the film feels
more like a pilot episode. There’s also
some confusion over the film’s many
life lessons and it is unclear what
teens should take from the film other
than some generic ‘be yourself’ fridge
magnet quote.
But ‘Work It’ is a fun, mostly
entertaining and easily digestible
concoction that does everything you
expect but well enough for its lack of
ingenuity not to matter. The teen film
standard on Netflix might be low but
this one easily rises above.
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